
Reaching Trinity College Dublin 

 

Dublin Airport to Trinity College Dublin  

On the following map of Dublin city centre, note that you are aiming for the Blue Dot. It is 

unfortunate that the labels for the dots are mainly for hospitals and that the blue dot does not 

have a label. Although Trinity Hall is part of Trinity College, it is not where you are aiming 

for. You want College Green, the Front Gate of Trinity College. 

 

  



Recommended Methods of Transport  

There are many different ways of travelling from Dublin Airport to Trinity College Dublin:  

 Aircoach 
There is a dedicated coach that takes roughly 30 minutes to the city centre, although 

this may vary depending on how much traffic there is. The cost is €7 one-way or €12 

return/roundtrip. It is the big blue bus outside the arrivals lounge in Dublin Airport. 

This coach service stops just beyond Trinity College Front Gate. This is the the most 

convenient and cost effective way to get to Trinity College.  

 Taxi 
Taxis are plentiful and will cost you between €20-€40, depending on the traffic. The 

queue at the airport is to the right as one exits the arrivals lounge. N.B. DO NOT GET 

INTO A TAXI AND ASK TO BE TAKEN TO THE UNIVERSITY, as there are a 

number of different universities in Dublin (TCD, UCD, DCU, DIT, NUIM) and you 

may be brought to the incorrect one.  

 Dublin Bus 
Dublin Bus operates the 747 bus service that goes to the city centre and leaves you 

close to Trinity College. The cost is €6 one-way or €10 return/roundtrip. Dublin Bus 

also operate regular bus services that take longer but cost less. The 16A service leaves 

you on O'Connell Street, a 5 minute walk from Trinity College.  

  

http://www.aircoach.ie/
http://www.dublinbus.ie/your_journey/airport_services.asp
http://www.dublinbus.ie/your_journey/airport_services.asp


Maps 

This map shows Trinity College as situated in Dublin city centre. Arrival from Dublin 

Airport will be from the north of the city, so you will need to cross the river before arriving at 

Trinity College.  

To get on the coach to the conference venue at Trim, please gather at the Trinity College 

Dublin entrance on Nassau street opposite Dawson street. On the map, this entrance is 

marked with a         . 

 



 

 



 


